Acoustic vector sensor (AVS) is an effective tool to tracking acoustic sources. However, for the problem of tracking multiple wideband sources using distributed AVS array (DAVS), there are still unsolved issues which include measurements-to-targets association and targets tracking under incorrect or unknown statistics of measurement noise. Joint probabilistic data association (JPDA) is an effective algorithm to solve data association between measurements and targets and JPDA based cubature information filter (MTCIF) is designed for nonlinear system. Meanwhile, noise statistics estimator (NSE) based on modified Sage-Husa maximum posterior (SHMP) is constructed to cope with incorrect or unknown statistics of measurement noise. Then, a two-step distributed information fusion based on weighted average consensus (WAC) is built for DAVS to improve the stability and accuracy of state estimator and NSE. Numerical simulations demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Developed on the basis of acoustic pressure sensor, AVS is of low mass and small volume [1] . Since main components are one omni-directional pressure sensor and three orthogonal velocity sensors, AVS is capable of acquiring acoustic pressure and three-dimensional acoustic particle velocities [2] . Due to the above advantages, AVS is more attractive and applicable for positioning and tracking acoustic sources, comparing to the traditional sensor array [1] . DAVS belongs to the kind of distributed wireless sensor network, which adopts the cooperative adjacent nodes to replace the centralized computing node [3] . Therefore, DAVS possesses stronger stability and robustness as well as lower communication burden than centralized AVS array.
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Research efforts have been dedicated on target tracking using DAVS [4] - [6] . A direct positioning method was studied for tracking multiple wideband sources [4] , where the positions of acoustic sources were directly obtained through the measurements of DAVS. However, the dimension of the measurement vector is linearly increased with the increase of the AVS sampling rate, leading to the exponential growth of the computational load. A two-step or indirect positioning method was reported for a single wideband source [5] , where direction of arrival (DOA) from the target to the AVS was estimated by capon beamforming, and then the algorithm of least squares was used to triangle the position of tracking target. However, this method is only suitable for positioning a single target, since capon beamforming can only extract the DOA of a single target and the least squares cannot be used to solve the problem of data association between targets and measurements. Zhong et al. proposed a two-step positioning method for multiple wideband sources [6] , where an VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ advanced capon beamforming was used to estimate the DOAs of multiple targets and then the random finite set (RFS) was adopted to locate multiple targets. The existing algorithms on multi-target tracking can be mainly classified into two categories [7] : RFS and data association. Although RFS based method avoids the problem of measurements-to-tracks association, the use of RFS causes a huge computation burden and lacks an exact solution for integral operations [7] . In addition, although the structure of DAVS is selected, the algorithm of information fusion in [4] - [6] is a centralized technology which transmits all the information of local nodes to the centralized computing node. Then a huge communication bandwidth of AVS array and the strong computing power of the computing node are needed in the process of centralized information fusion. Distributed information fusion algorithms were investigated in [8] - [10] for multi-target tracking. Since only the information of adjacent nodes is accepted, the computing power for the local node and network bandwidth is much smaller in distributed information fusion algorithms, compared with the centralized fusion algorithm. A distributed multi-target tracking algorithm was proposed in [8] based on Kalman consensus filtering (KCF) and joint probabilistic data association (JPDA). JPDA-KCF is only suitable for linear system models, rather than nonlinear systems in practical applications. In order to solve the problem of nonlinearity in multi-target tracking, the distributed cubature information filtering based on JPDA and weighted consensus was proposed in [9] and [10] respectively. Cubature information filtering (CIF) is an algebraic equivalent form of cubature Kalman filtering (CKF) [11] , which is designed to cope with state estimation for nonlinear systems. CIF can provide more stable and accurate state estimation than most of Gaussian filters [11] , such as extended Kalman filtering (EKF) and unscented Kalman filtering (UKF) and their improved versions. Furthermore, compared with Kalman filtering, information filtering is more suitable for distributed information fusion [12] . However, two problems need to be solved for JPDA based algorithms. The first problem is that the prior knowledge of measurement noise is supposed already known, which is hardly satisfied in the real application. The second problem is that the selected algorithm for distributed information fusion belongs to consensus on measurements (CM), the stability of which can only be guaranteed by plentiful consensus steps [13] .
State estimation for multi-target tracking is usually affected by the accuracy of measurements and the assumed system model. However, measurements are subject to the noise caused by metering instruments, and uncertainties like instrument failures, erroneous zero-injections, etc. are always classified into measurement noise which is usually unknown in practice [14] . Hence the statistics estimation of measurement noise is an essential problem for multi-target tracking. Noise statistics estimator (NSE) is an effective algorithm to take special care of incorrect or unknown statistics of measurement noise which belongs to the first problem in the previous paragraph. Sage et al. proposed a NSE based on SHMP to obtain the statistics of system noise including mean and error covariance [15] . However, stability of NSE based on SHMP cannot be guaranteed in high-order system on account of the nonpositive definite noise covariance [16] . To improve the stability of NSE, a new adaptive unscented Kalman filtering (AUKF) based on modified SHMP was designed in [17] at the expense of accuracy of NSE. Yu et al. proposed an adaptive CKF to cope with the time-varying system noise and given the expression of NSE based on SHMP [18] . Nevertheless, the stability of the designed NSE in adaptive CKF is not considered.
For the second problem, weighted average consensus (WAC) [19] - [21] is an effective solution to complete information fusion of distributed networks. WAC belongs to the algorithm of consensus on information (CI), which outperforms CM algorithm since the stability of CI can be guaranteed by any time of consensus steps (even a single one) [21] . Therefore, in terms of stability, CI is more suitable for information fusion of DAVS than the CM algorithm. Furthermore, each sensor node owns different estimations of statistics of measurement noise, which is made by the designed NSE. The difference in noise statistics of measurements indirectly affects the precision of the data fusion of information pairs. In other words, the precision of information pairs at each node depends on the accuracy of statistics of measurement noise. Hence, the distributed information fusion of statistics of measurement noise is considered in this paper.
In this work, we present an indirect localization method for multi-target tracking using DAVS. On the basis of acquired measurement DOAs, MTCIF with a NSE (MTCIF-NSE) is derived for state estimation of multiple targets under unknown or incorrect statistics of measurement noise. Then, a two-step information fusion, including information fusion of state estimation and information fusion of statistics of measurement noise, is designed based on WAC to improve the accuracy and stability of NSE and state estimator. Simulations in indoor multi-target tracking have comprehensively evaluate the performance of the proposed localization method. The main contributions of this work are as follows:
a) The specific expressions of MTCIF based on JPDA are deduced and given out. b) In consideration of the stability of NSE, a modified SHMP based NSE is design for MTCIF to estimate unknown statistics of measurement noise. c) A distributed NSE based on WAC is derived to improve the accuracy and stability of NSE. The improved precision of statistics of measurement noise indirectly enhances the accuracy of state estimation.
The structure of this paper is presented as follows. The method of DOA extraction is introduced in section 2. The system model is given in section 3. MTCIF with a statistics estimator of measurement noise is designed in section 4. Section 5 provides the process of two-step information fusion including information fusion of state estimation and information fusion of noise statistics. Results of different simulation scenarios is discussed in section 6 to verify the effectiveness of the proposed methods. The conclusion is drawn in section 7.
II. DOA MEASUREMENT ACQUISITION
This paper adopts the indirect positioning method for target tracking, which requires the acquisition of DOA measurement.
A. AVS ARRAY SIGNAL MODEL
Since this paper focuses on evaluating the effectiveness of AVS array in indoor environments, the target tracking in indoor environments is basically a problem of 2D positioning. Accordingly, a fixed elevation ψ n 0 ∈ [−π/2, π/2], and a time-varying azimuth φ l,n k ∈ (−π, π] which denotes the angle from lth target to the nth sensor at time step k, are selected for modelling the AVS array signal. Let θ l,n k = φ l,n k , ψ n 0 T be the measurement DOA of the target l at node n. Then the unit vector u l,n k from sensor node n to target l is defined as
According to [22] , the signal model of AVS array is defined byỹ
whereỹ n k = y n,p k , y n,v k T ∈ C 4×1 , y n,p k and y n,v k represent outputs of the pressure sensor and velocity sensors respectively, and the particle velocity y n,v k is commonly normalized by multiplying with a constant −ρ 0 c 0 [6] . s l k = p l k e jς l k denotes the source signal with amplitude p l k and phase ς l k ∈ (0, 2π] , which means s l k is the wideband signal. ε n k ∈ C 4×1 is the complex Gaussian noise with distribution cN (µ, ), which denotes the mean µ and the covariance .
For node n, we can select T 0 frames at each time step k to estimate the DOAs of targets and the value of T 0 is consistent with the sampling rate of AVS. Especially under a low signalto-noise ratio (SNR), a larger T 0 compared with the normal circumstance is selected for better estimation effectiveness. When T 0 is small, the sources are supposed to be stationary at each sampling step. Then an extension form of (2) is defined byỸ
whereỸ n k ∈ C 4×T 0 andε n k ∈ C 4×T 0 . θ n k = θ 1,n k , · · · , θ L,n k ∈ R 2×L denotes the DOA measurement of all targets at node n. Let a θ l,n
The traditional capon beamforming [23] acquires the DOA of a target by finding the maximum of the following equation
where H denotes the conjugate transpose, · denotes the amplitude of a complex value, and R n k is the covariance matrix and defined by
where E {·} denotes the expectation operation. However, the traditional capon beamforming is not applicable to acquire DOAs of multiple targets. Moreover, under low SNR, the acquired DOAs may be incorrect, especially in the situation of impulsive noise. A modified capon beamforming is presented in [6] . DOA estimations are provided by finding several local maximums of (4)
where p n k,max = max θ ∈(−π,π]×[−π/2,π/2]
is the global maxima at time step k, 0 < α < 1 is the preset threshold value, and p n
is the local maxima which is larger than αp n k,max . Furthermore, a fixed elevation ψ n 0 ∈ − π 2 , π 2 is selected in this paper for positioning in indoor environments. Therefore, (6) can be simplified by
whereθ n k,j = φ n k,j , ψ n 0 T , and φ n k is the azimuth of node n. LetẐ
whereẐ n k,j =θ n k,j is the DOA estimation andẐ n k is the DOA measurement set of node n.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
A nonlinear discrete-time system is selected to model DAVS. The process equation and the measurement equation of the nonlinear system are represented as
where L ≥ 1 denotes the number of the tracking targets.
is the state vector of target l at time step k, p l k,x and p l k,y denote the position of target l,ṗ l k,x andṗ l k,y denote the speed of target l. N ≥ 2 is the number of sensor nodes, p n x , p n y is the position of sensor node n, Z n k ∈ R J is the measurement vector of sensor node n at time step k. f (·) denotes the nonlinear state transition function. h n (·) = arc tan p l k,y −p n y p l k,x −p n x denotes the nonlinear measurement function of sensor node n. ω k ∈ R m and υ n k ∈ R J denote the process noise and measurement noise, and both are assumed as uncorrelated Gaussian noises. Statistics of ω k and υ n k are defined by
where δ kj denotes the Kronecker-δ function, q k and Q k denote the mean and the covariance matrix of the process noise, and r k and R n k represent the mean and covariance of measurement noise.
The DAVS adopts the cooperative mechanism of adjacent nodes. Therefore, the network topology of DAVS is presented as (N, ε), where N = {1, · · · , N} denotes the node set. If node j accepts the data transmitted from node n, then (n, j) ∈ ε. N n = {n| (n, j) ∈ ε} denotes the adjacent nodes set of node n. If there is no adjacent node for node n, then N n = ∅.
IV. MULTI-TARGET DATA ASSOCIATION
Based on the DOA measurement setẐ n k = Ẑ n k,j m 0 j=1 , JPDA is introduced for data association, which means assigning the measurements to the targets. However, the traditional JPDA filtering is only suitable for linear system. Although JPDA based CIF was already designed in [9] , [10] for nonlinear system, only partial expressions of information filtering were given and information state vector was not involved. A modified MTCIF is designed for nonlinear system model and employed in local node for multi-target tracking in this section. Further, since the prior information of measurement noise is unknown or inaccurate, the modified SHMP [20] based noise estimator is designed for MTCIF to improve the precision of state estimation in consideration of the stability of NSE.
A. JOINT PROBABILISTIC DATA ASSOCIATION BASED CIF
For the local node n, the general form of MTCIF is summarized as follows. Details for the derivation of MTCIF are presented in Appendix.
1) TIME UPDATE
For node n, the state estimationX l,n k−1 and the information matrix Y l,n k−1 of target l are supposed already known at time step k − 1. According to the spherical cubature integration rule, sigma points are generated by
where m is the dimension of the state vector,
, where e i denotes the m-dimensional unit vector with the ith element being 1. Then, transfer χ n,i k−1 by the nonlinear state transition function
Estimate the predicted state and the predicted covariance matrix
Calculate the predicted information matrix and the predicted information state vector
2) MEASUREMENT UPDATE Based on (13) and (14), generate a new set of sigma points (17) Propagateχ n,i k|k−1 through the nonlinear measurement function to generate the predicted measurement sigma points
Calculate the mean of the predicted measurement
Calculate the cross-covariance matrix
Compute the information gain K l,n k via
Update the information state contributionĩ l,n k and its associated information matrix G l,n k viã
where β l n0 denotes the probability that no measurement is associated with target l for node n and β l n0
β l nj = P χ l nj |Ẑ n k and χ l nj denotes that the measurement j on node n originated from target l. See [24] for details of 
Finally, the state estimationX l,n k is obtained bŷ
B. NOISE STATISTIC ESTIMATOR
If the statistics character of system noise is kept unknown or inaccurate, the accuracy of state estimation and the divergence of filtering algorithms are usually affected. In this paper, the prior information of DOA measurement noise is unknown. Hence, a measurement noise estimator is desirable to enhance the accuracy of multi-target state estimation. Similar to NSE proposed in [17] , [25] , a SHMP based measurement noise estimator for MTCIF is derived and displayed as follows. 1) Compute mean of measurement noisê where d k is defined by
where b is the forgetting factor and regularly selected by 0.95.
2) Compute covariance matrix of measurement noisê
where e l,n k,j is the innovation vector and given by
where Z l,n k = n 0 j=1 β l njẐ n k,j andẐ n k,j is the jth DOA estimation. However, the stability and accuracy of Sage-Husa noise estimator are sensitive to its complicated calculation and the convergence of the measurement noise s covariance [26] . To improve the stability of designed noise estimator, the related item of the predicted error covariance in equation (28) is abandoned at the expense of accuracy for NSE based on the modified SHMP [17] . Then, the estimated covariance matrix of measurement noise is defined byR
Finally, steps of MTCIF-NSE are outlined in Table 1 .
V. DISTRIBUTED INFORMATION FUSION
This section mainly focuses on information fusion of DAVS.
To improve the precision and stability of state estimator and NSE, WAC based algorithms are designed for distributed information fusion. MTCIF-NSE is employed in the local node for multi-target state estimation. Next, two different parts are contained in the distributed information fusion. VOLUME 7, 2019 The first one is the data fusion of information pairs, which is conducted to make an agreement on the information pairs among all the sensor nodes. The second one is the information fusion of statistics of measurement noise. In order to improve the precision of NSE in the local node, a distributed noise statistic estimator (DNSE) is derived to make an agreement on the noise statistics of measurements among all the sensor nodes. Furthermore, to verify the effectiveness of DNSE, two different algorithms are designed for distributed multi-target tracking. The one is the distributed multi-target CIF with noise statistic estimator (DMTCIF-NSE), which only incorporates the first part of distributed information fusion. The other one is the distributed multi-target CIF with distributed noise statistic estimator (DMTCIF-DNSE), which includes both parts of distributed information fusion. The general form of DMTCIF-NSE and DMTCIF-DNSE are displayed as follows.
A. DATA FUSION OF INFORMATION PAIRS
Let t be the consensus time. For node n, information pairs ŷ l,n k , Y l,n k of target l are supposed already known at time step k. The consensus weight is defined by π n,j , where j ∈ N n , π n,j ≥ 0, j∈N n π n,j = 1. The information pair in different sensor node has the same behavior
The WAC update of information pairs is defined by
LetT be the number of WAC iterations, where t ∈ [0,T − 1]. For node n, initial information pairs are given as
. Updated information pairs are ŷ l,n k,T , Y l,n k,T afterT iterations. Next, the updated state estimationX l,n k at time step k after the information fusion are presented bŷ
Then, the general form of DMTCIF-NSE is presented in Table 2 .
B. DISTRIBUTED NOISE STATISTIC ESTIMATOR
The information fusion of statistics of measurements noise must be considered to improve the stability and accuracy of noise estimator and the filtering. The DNSE is founded on the assumption that sensor nodes own the same statistics of measurement noise. Performing the similar fusion procedure as the data fusion of information pairs. The WAC update of 
Then, whenT times WAC iterations are finished, updated noise statistics of measurementsr l,n k andR l,n k are defined by r l,n k,T ,R l,n k,T . Finally, the procedure of DMTCIF-DNSE is summarized in Table 3 .
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND DISCUSSIONS
The indoor scenario has been designed for multi-target tracking using the DAVS. Simulations are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology for target tracking in the presence of incorrect statistics of measurement noise. Centralized fusion technology based multi-target square-root cubature Kalman filtering (CMTSCKF) [7] and weighted consensus based multi-target square-root CIF (DMTSCIF) [12] are selected for comparison analysis. The coordinated turn (CT) model is chosen for targets tracking in DAVS and a fixed angular speed γ of turning is employed for the maneuvering target in X /Y plane. The process equation is defined by
where X k = p k,x , p k,y ,ṗ k,x ,ṗ k,y T is the state vector at time step k. p k,x and p k,y denote the target position.ṗ k,x anḋ p k,y denote the target speed. ω k ∼ N (q k , Q k ) denotes the process noise with mean q k and covariance matrix Q k . T is the sampling period of the system.
A. SIMULATION SETUP
For the simulation setup, a preset simulation scene is displayed in Fig. 1 . The size of simulated room is chosen as (20m × 30m × 4m). The preset height and elevation of AVSs are 0.5m and 60 • , respectively. The azimuth of AVSs is varied from −90 • to 90 • . In terms of X /Y plane, AVSs are employed at the position of (0, 0), (0, 15), (0, 30), (10, 0), (10, 30), (20, 0), (20, 15) and (20, 30) , respectively. Interactive trajectories which are generated by two different acoustic sources are displayed in Fig. 1 . The first target starts at the point (5, 15 ) and moves at a constant angular speed γ = −0.2rad/s. And the initial point of the second target is (5, 21) and its angular speed is γ = 0.2rad/s. The simulation period is T = 100s. The topology map of DAVS is presented in Fig. 2 . According to [19] - [21] , the weight matrix is defined through Metropolis weight rule.
Sensor nodes are equivalent to each other. Hence node 1, 2, 4, 7 are selected and 50 independent Mentos Carlo is chosen for the following simulation with the same initial conditions. Then root mean square error (RMSE) is adopted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms. Position RMSE at node n is defined by
where the variable M denotes the number of Monte Carlo runs. p k,x , p k,y and p k,x ,p k,y stand for the real position and estimated position of targets respectively at time step k. DOAs from the target to the sensor node are supposed unchanged in one second. According to [6] , the SNR of signals achieved by AVS is set as 4dB, the sampling frequency of AVS is 64Hz and the preset threshold for DOA extraction is set as α = 1/20. Then a set of measurement for proposed information filtering is acquired by the Capon Spectra Estimator, which is used for measurement update. The initial parameters for filtering algorithms are given as follows. The number of clutter λ is an adjust parameter which is changed with the SNR of signals achieved by AVS and λ = 2 is selected in this paper. The gate probability is P G = 0.99 and the probability of detecting a target is P D = 0.9. The number of consensus steps isT = 5 for WAC based consensus algorithms and the weighted consensus based algorithm. The mean and the covariance matrix of process noise are q k = [0.001, 0.001, 0.001, 0.001] T and Q k = 10 −4 * diag [1, 1, 1, 1], respectively. The mean and the covariance matrix of measurement noise are r k = 0.02 and R k = 16 * 10 −4 , respectively. The frequency of measurement update for filtering algorithms is 1Hz. Initial state vectors of target 1 and target 2 are X 1 k = [5, 15, 0, 1] T and X 2 k = [5, 21, 0, −1] T , respectively. And the related error covariance matrix of state vectors is P k = diag [25, 16, 0.25, 0.25]. To quantitatively analyze the performance of proposed algorithms, two different scenarios of unmatched or incorrect statistics of measurement noise are constructed and defined as follows. Scenario 1 : The real prior information of measurement noise is greater than the initial noise statistics of measurements. Then, statistics of real measurement noise are defined by r k = 2 * r k = 0.04 R k = 10 * R k = 1.6 * 10 −2 Scenario 2 : The real prior information of measurement noise is less than the initial noise statistics of measurements. Then, Target 2 is chosen as the tracking object, the trajectory of which is shown in Fig. 1 . Because of centralized fusion technology adopted in CMTSCKF, sensor node 1 is selected as the central computing node. In other word, measurements of node 2, node 4 and node 7 are transmitted to node 1 for measurement update and sequential approach is adopted in this process. The proposed MTCIF-NSE is designed for the target tracking of a single node. DMTSCIF, DMTCIF-NSE and DMTCIF-DNSE are used for distributed target tracking. The method for information fusion in DMTSCIF is weighted consensus based method which belongs to CM. The method for information in DMTCIF-NSE and DMTCIF-DNSE is WAC based method which belongs to CI. For better comparison analysis, estimated values of node 1 are presented in Fig. 3 .
For scenario 1, tracking results of node 1 are presented in Fig. 3 . Although poor tracking performance acquired by CMTSCKF, the estimated error decreases with the increased time step. Hence we can get that centralized technology based information fusion algorithms can reduce the impact of mismatched noise statistics on state estimation in some aspects. Since the stability of designed NSE is improved at the expense of accuracy and there is no information fusion for state estimation, large errors still exist in the estimated results of MTCIF-NSE. For the reason that NSE is not contained, the tracking performance of DMTSCIF cannot hold a candle to DMTCIF-NSE, but outperforms MTCIF-NSE. Hence one point is obvious that the algorithm of distributed information fusion also can reduce the impact of mismatched noise statistics on state estimation. In terms of stability and accuracy, DMTCIF-DNSE outperforms other algorithms since the designed DNSE can acquire more accurate statistics of measurement noise and WAC based fusion algorithms can get more precise information pairs after distributed data fusion.
The comparison of position RMSE for different algorithms is displayed in Fig. 4 . CMTSCKF and DMTSCIF obtain worse divergence speed than MTCIF-NSE. But after 10s, the RMSE of CMTSCKF decreases quickly and is better than MTCIF-NSE after 62s. Meanwhile, the RMSE of DMTSCIF is better than MTCIF-NSE after 20s. Then the inference in the previous paragraph is confirmed again that centralized technology and distributed information fusion can reduce the impact of mismatched noise statistics on state estimation. Since the distributed information fusion of statistics of measurement noise is contained, DMTCIF-DNSE acquires better RMSEs than DMTCIF-NSE. Hence DMTCIF-DNSE is more suitable for distributed target tracking compared with the reference algorithms under scenario 1.
For scenario 2, tracking results of node 1 are presented in Fig. 5 . Estimated values of MTCIF-NSE are relatively stable, but large errors still exist because of lacking distributed information fusion of state estimation and the affection of accuracy of the designed NSE. The estimated error of CMTSCKF decreases with the increased time instants due to the centralized fusion algorithm, and the estimated value of DMTSCIF is relatively stable because of weighted consensus based distributed information fusion. DMTCIF-DNSE achieves the best result of target tracking on account of WAC based two-step information fusion and the accurate estimation of statistics of measurement noise.
Position RMSEs of different algorithms are presented in Fig. 6 . Although noise statistics of measurement are mismatched, CMTSCIF and DMTSCIF obtain the approximate RMSE compared with MTCIF-NSE when the state estimation is stable. But after 24s, the RMSE of MTCIF-NSE is smaller than DMTSCIF because of precise noise statistics obtained by NSE. Then, weighted consensus based distributed information fusion and centralized technology can depress the effect of mismatched statistics of measurement noise on state estimation in some aspects under scenario 2. Although the distribution information fusion is included in both algorithms, DMTCIF-NSE achieves much better RMSEs than DMTSCIF due to the contained NSE. Besides, since more precise noise statistics of measurements are acquired by DNSE, the RMSE of DMTCIF-DNSE is much lower than DMTCIF-NSE.
2) MULTI-TARGET TRACKING
Target 1 and target 2 in Fig. 1 are selected as the tracking sources. Sensor 1 is also selected as the central computing node for CMTSCKF. Both targets start moving at the same time and tracking results of node 1 are presented as follows for better comparison.
For scenario 1, multi-target tracking results are given in Fig. 7 and position RMSEs of both targets are displayed in Fig. 8. From Fig. 7 , DMTCIF-DNSE obtains the best tracking result than the other algorithms on account of the contained two-step information fusion which is designed for DAVS. DMTCIF-NSE acquires better tracking results than DMTSCIF because of more precise measurement noise statistics obtained by the designed NSE. Although estimated values of MTCIF-NSE are relatively stable, there is still deviation in its tracking results which are worse than the estimation of DMTSCIF. Hence we can get that the distributed information fusion of state estimation can reduce the affection of mismatch statistics of measurement noise. The CMTSCKF obtains the worst tracking result due to the mismatch noise statistics of measurements, but the estimation error is decreased with the increased time steps. Similarly, the centralized technology also can improve the quality of tracking results under mismatched noise statistics of measurements.
In Fig. 8, (a) and (b) stand for the position RMSE of target 1 and target 2, respectively. As far as the rate of convergence is concerned, MTCIF-NSE, DMTCIF-NSE and DMTCIF-DNSE obtain better results than CMTSCKF and DMTSCIF since more accurate statistics of measurement noise are acquired by the designed NSE and DNSE. Benefited from the distributed information fusion of state estimation, the RMSE of DMTSCIF is lower than MTCIF-NSE, but the stability of which is better. DMTCIF-DNSE obtains the best RMSE while the RMSE of CMTSCKF is the worst, but after 17s, the RMSE of CMTSCKF decreases quickly which benefits from the affection of centralized fusion technology on state estimation under mismatched noise statistics of measurements. In terms VOLUME 7, 2019 of accuracy and convergence, DMTCIF-DNSE outperforms the other algorithms on account of the two-step information fusion including the information fusion of state estimation and the information fusion of statistics of measurement noise.
Hence compared with the other algorithms, DMTCIF-DNSE is more suitable for multi-target tracking under scenario 1.
For scenario 2, results of multi-target tracking are presented in Fig. 9 and position RMSEs of targets are displayed in Fig. 10 . From Fig. 9 , estimated values of MTCIF-NSE are worse than DMTCIF-NSE because of lacking information fusion for state estimation, but are better than CMTSCKF and DMTSCIF while the state estimation is stable due to more accurate statistics of measurement noise acquired by the designed NSE. Tracking results of DMTCIF-DNSE are still the best among the tracking algorithms in this paper. Hence the proposed two-step information fusion is an effective tool to deal with state estimation under mismatched statistics of measurement noise. From Fig. 10 , the RMSE of MTCIF-NSE is lower than DMTSCIF for both targets after 26s. Benefited from the distributed information fusion, RMSE curves of DMTCIF-NSE and DMTCIF-DNSE are lower and more flat than MTCIF-NSE when the algorithm is stable after 30s. DMTCIF-DNSE achieves the best RMSE under scenario 2. Above all, DMTCIF-DNSE is more suitable for distributed target tracking under mismatched noise statistics of measurements.
3) PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF DNSE
Target 1 is selected as the tracking source. The estimated values and its mean of statistics of measurement noise produced by DMTCIF-DNSE and DMTCIF-NSE are selected as the comparison items to verify the effectiveness of DNSE under mismatched noise statistics of measurements. For simplicity, NSE and DNSE are used to stand for DMTCIF-NSE and DMTCIF-DNSE, respectively. Estimated values produced by DNSE and NSE in node 1, node 2, node 4 and node 7 are presented in the following simulations.
For scenario 1, (a) and (c) in Fig. 11 respectively stand for the estimated mean r k and covariance R k of measurement noise produced by DNSE under scenario 1. (b) and (d) denote r k and R k obtained by NSE, respectively. Because of the randomness of NSE, the worst noise statistics of measurements is obtained by node 2 from (b) and (d). From (a) and (c), similar estimated values are obtained by the chosen sensor nodes due to the distributed information fusion of noise statistics. We can get that WAC based DNSE can improve the stability of NSE. The mean estimation of statistics of measurement noise is displayed in Table 4 . Then one point is obvious, benefited from WAC based distributed information algorithms, DNSE can obtain more precise noise statistics of measurements, compared with NSE. Hence, the accuracy and stability of DNSE are better than NSE under scenario 1. For scenario 2, estimated values of statistics of measurement noise obtained by DNSE and NSE are displayed in Fig. 12 and the mean of obtained noise statistics is presented in Table 5 . From (b) and (d) in Fig. 12 , large biases exist in the estimated values of node 4 which are worse than estimations of other nodes. And from a) and (c), similar estimations obtained by DNSE benefited from WAC based information fusion algorithm. Therefore, the stability of DNSE is stronger than the designed NSE. From table 2, DNSE obtains better estimations of statistics of measurement noise in all nodes, compared with NSE. Hence in terms of stability and precision, DNSE acquires better performance than NSE under scenario 2. Above all, benefited from WAC based distributed information fusion, the designed DNSE outperforms NSE under mismatched noise statistics of measurements and DNSE is more suitable for noise estimation in DAVS than NSE.
VII. CONCLUSION
The multi-target tracking algorithm presented in this paper is an indirect algorithm. Firstly, Measurement DOAs are acquired by capon spectra estimator through sampling points obtained by the AVS. Then, JPDA based MTCIF is used for multi-target tracking to solve the problem of measurementsto-targets association on the basis of acquired measurement DOAs. However, the prior knowledge of measurement noise is usually kept unknown in the real application and initial statistics of measurement noise are also incorrect, which always affects the precision of state estimation. Hence, in view of the stability of NSE, the modified SHMP based NSE is designed for MTCIF to obtain accurate statistics of measurement noise. To further improve the stability and accuracy of NSE and state estimator, a two-step information fusion is designed for MTCIF-NSE, including the information fusion of state estimation and the information fusion of statistics of measurement noise. The information fusion algorithm in this paper which belongs to distributed algorithms, owns better robustness and lower communication burden than the centralized information fusion technology. Meanwhile, the algorithm for distributed information fusion is founded based on WAC since the stability of WAC can be guaranteed by any number of consensus steps.
In addition, traditional Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) is only suitable for the performance evaluation of state estimator on single sensor node with given noise statistics, but not applicable to the performance evaluation of distributed state estimator based on sensor networks under unknown or incorrect noise statistics. Hence, the further work of this paper will focus on stability analysis and construction of distributed CRLB for the proposed multi-target tracking algorithms, including MTCIF-NSE, DMTCIF-NSE and DMTCIF-DNSE. Meanwhile, performance verification of the proposed algorithms will be designed under various SNR. MTCIF-NSE is founded for targets tracking on single sensor node and DMTCIF-NSE and DMTCIF-DNSE are designed for targets tracking in distributed networks.
APPENDIX

Derivation of MTCIF
According to [8] , the state estimationX l,n k and its error covariance matrix P l,n k of JPDA filtering are defined bŷ where β l n0 denotes the probability that no measurement is associated with target l for node n and β l n0 = 1 − m 0 j=1 β l nj .
β l nj = P χ l nj |Ẑ n k and χ l nj denote that the measurement j on node n originated from target l. See [24] for details of β l n0 and β l nj . K l,n k is the Kalman gain. Z l,n k = 
Transform state estimationX l,n k and its error covariance matrix P l,n k into the form of information filtering for nonlinear system model. According to [27] , the Kalman gain K l,n k and the predicted measurement covariance matrix P l,n zz,k|k−1 is defined by According to [11] , the information matrix of CIF is defined by
Substitute (43) into (41), the information filtering form of Kalman gain K l,n k is given by
Multiply Y l,n k to both sides of (38) to obtain information state vector 
Then information state vectorŷ l,n k is defined bŷ y l,n k =ŷ l,n k|k−1 +ĩ l,n k (48)
Next, readjust the error covariance matrix P l,n k of state estimation into the form of information filtering and substitute (42) into (39) P l,n k = P l,n k|k−1 − K l,n k × 1 − β l n0 P l,n zz,k|k−1 −P l,n zz,k|k−1 · K l,n k T = P l,n k|k 
Then information matrix Y l,n k is defined by Y l,n k = Y l,n k|k−1 + G l,n k (54)
Finally, for target l, the state estimationX l,n k at time step k is given byX 
